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ABSTRACT 

 

The motivation of the thesis is to decrease the time waste that is caused by repetitive processes 

during the first phase analyses of new launcher projects. Currently, the feasibility check of a 

launcher project consumes time and effort due to the communication traffic between many 

disciplines. The thesis provides a tool that performs the first analyses of custom launchers 

without the need of CAD modelling of the components. 

3D Launcher Architecture Tool is developed to be able to analyze many different launcher 

architectures for advanced projects within a short time. To achieve that, a graphical user interface 

is developed that performs mass, center of gravity, and moments of inertia calculations; 

visualizes the launcher components with respect to the user’s input; and exports the data as text 

file that can be used in CATIA to autonomously model parts according to the output parameters 

from the tool.  

Even though there are comparable existing tools, none of them found 100% suitable for the 

ArianeGroup’s usage; thus, 3D Future Launcher Architecture Tool is created. It is capable of 

performing the fundamentally specified features, yet highly open for improvements. 
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Figure 0.1: Overview of the thesis project  
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Figure 1.1 Overview Introduction 

The purpose of the project will be explained in detail by introducing the current method that is used to 

perform zero phase analysis in the company, and what is desired to be reached with the thesis. 

Furthermore, the requirements of the thesis project are listed. In accordance with the list of requirements, 

existing architecture tools are evaluated within the state of the art section to have a better understanding 

on the purpose of this thesis. Within the state of the art section, the reason for the need of a new tool in 

ArianeGroup is clarified by pointing the issues, such as lack of abilities or the drawbacks of the existing 

tools, through a trade-off analysis. 

1.1 The Purpose of the Project 

The competition in launch segment of space flight has rapidly increased within the last years. As a result 

of that, research and development, manufacturing and assembly costs have become more significant 

issues of design. The competition brings improvements to development process such as increasing the 

performance, decreasing the time spending on manufacturing; therefore, reducing the cost. 

As the complexity of the systems increases, zero phase analyses become more important. A complex 

system requires number of validation steps before reaching the final integration, in order to avoid the 

large amount of waste. Zero phase analyses are performed to eliminate the projects, which are not able to 

be accomplished within the existing constraints. Therefore, performing first phase analyses eliminates the 

waste from the beginning and saves time. 

Before starting to work on a project, the feasibility of the aimed product is investigated. The idea of the 

thesis project is to perform first analyses in a virtual environment with less effort to ensure the project is 

feasible. Feasibility of a launcher’s mechanical design is checked by CATIA in the company, by 

modelling the components with different inputs. Instead of using CATIA modeling for the first analysis, 
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the thesis project aims to provide a graphical user interface, where user can enter the desired inputs of 

their launcher and receive the output with no further effort.  

1.1.1 Current Method 

Before starting a new project, a group of project engineers exchange ideas about the model and its 

benefits compared to the existing projects in terms of cost and feasibility. First phase analyses in 

ArianeGroup are performed in cooperation with engineers from many disciplines. The discussion is 

carried between system engineers and engineers from all disciplines that are involved in the launcher 

design.  

The first step is to have dummy sketches created by project engineers without realistic dimensions (Figure 

1.2). In addition to that, a list is made by the engineers, where the properties of the components such as 

mass, volume and cost are specified. 

 

Figure 1.2 Dummy sketches of the Ariane6’s upper stage 

After that, the sketches along with the list are sent to the design engineers. Designers model the parts 

according to the given specifications and constraints to validate the given sketches. For each sketch, a 

new model is created by designers to evaluate the different models and to be sent to system engineers.  

 

Figure 1.3 The comparison between the pictogram and the CATIA model 
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The modelling process proves that the pictograms might be deceptive. The figure above shows the same 

upper stage design with its first sketch and precise CATIA model. As it can be seen in the figure, the 

lower tank’s length is much larger than it is thought to be, when the components are modelled according 

to the given constraints. In this case, the real model of the upper stage is less likely to be built, therefore 

gets eliminated. The diagram below shows the simplified version of the organization within the first phase 

of a new project. 

 

Figure 1.4 The diagram of current first phase analysis 

Figure 1.4 shows that during the first phase of a new project, communication traffic occurs between 

design and system engineers. Even though the communication between two departments is steady and 

fast, the process causes waste of time. 

The thesis project aims to decrease the time waste with an improved method which serves as an 

architecture tool for system engineers. Therefore, for the system engineering department, the necessity of 

requesting first CATIA models from design engineering department will be removed. When the inputs are 

entered in the GUI, the system engineers will be able to see the parts with their realistic constraints along 

with the MCI results. Thus, the first validation will be able to realize faster via the launcher architecture 

tool that is created for the thesis. 

1.1.2 Improved Method 

The tool offers a GUI, which includes a 2D visualization of the desired launcher according to the user’s 

input.  Therefore, CATIA modelling of the components within the decision phase of a project is not 

necessary to investigate the likelihood of a project.  

Different combinations of various types of tanks, skirts, thrusters and frames are able to be modelled in 

the GUI’s scenes by entering the related variables. The inputs then are processed within the software and 

displayed on the screen. In addition to the 2D models of the components, the tool delivers the mass, 

center of gravity and inertia calculation results. 
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Figure 1.5, shows the preliminary design of the GUI. The initial attempt was to be able to add 

fundamental components to the main window by letting the user giving necessary inputs to render shapes. 

After starting to develop the GUI, the requirements have become clearer; therefore, a list of requirements 

is created which leads the following progress of the thesis.  

 
Figure 1.5 Overview of the first design of the GUI 

 

1.1.3 List of Requirements 

Various requirements need to be fulfilled, in order to ensure that the software architecture tool provides a 

useful environment to developers. The objective is to meet all the requirements which are needed to 

create a thorough 3D launcher architecture tool.  

The requirements are listed below serves as the basis of the development process of the GUI. The 

classification made by the sections and subsections specify the requirements in detail including the 

explanations. The requirements are categorized as “mandatory” and “desired”, which are indicated as M 

and D respectively. 
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Table 1: List of Requirements 

LIST OF REQUIREMENTS 

3D Future Launcher Architecture Tool 

Nr. Requirement Explanation Type 

1 2D Scene   

1.1 Rendering Form the launcher’s parts in 2D, display them in the scene M 

1.2 Dimensions Consider dimensional constraints of the structure  M 

1.3 Resizing 
Resize the parts according to the user’s input to provide a 

better visual understanding   
M 

1.4 
Additional 

components 

Create a section to add avionics and helium tanks or other 

equipment in simple forms  
M 

2 3D Scene   

2.1 Rendering Form the launcher’s parts in 3D, display them in the scene D 

2.2 Dimensions Consider dimensional constraints of the structure D 

2.3 3D Resizing  
Resize the parts according to the user’s input to provide a 

better visual understanding   
D 

2.4 Effects Providing shadings to increase the visual quality D 

2.5 Rotating 
Set the scene as rotatable via the mouse events, sliders or text 

boxes where user can enter the desired angle  
D 

3  Math   

3.1 Mass 
Calculate the mass of the related part, stage or the complete 

launcher according to the user’s input 
M 

3.2 Center of Gravity 
Calculate the COG of the related part, stage or the complete 

launcher according to the user’s input 
M 

3.3 
Moments of 

Inertia 

Calculate the MOI of the related part, stage or the complete 

launcher according to the user’s input 
M 

3.4 Trajectory Calculate the launcher’s flight path as a function of time D 

3.5 Graphs 
Plot the relevant calculations such as mass, COG and MOI 

changes with respect to the inputs of the user.   
D 

4 Product Tree   
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4.1 
List of the 

components 

Display the component that is formed as one of the 

launcher’s parts within the list widget 
M 

4.2 Selectable item 

Link the product tree to the scenes such that the products are 

able to be selected via clicking on the list item. Highlight the 

selected item. 

M 

4.3 Icon 
Add icons for each component showing their shapes in 

simple forms 
D 

5 Text Files   

5.1 Read Read the input data from a text file to configure a launcher  D 

5.2 Write 

Generate a text file according to the outcome of the 

calculations which includes the MCI results and the 

configuration of the launcher 

M 

5.3 Design table 
Generate a design table that serves as CATIA input to adjust 

CAD default models 
M 
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1.2 State of the Art 

While identifying the purpose of the project, the literature is searched in parallel, in order to discover the 

tools which had been created previously by other developers for the same or similar purposes. State of the 

art step is essential to both avoid creating the same tool as there is a tool with same outcomes and 

abilities, and improve ideas with the assistance of similar tools. 

1.2.1 Tradeoff Analysis 

A tradeoff analysis is performed to be able to compare similar tools as shown in Table 2. Different 

software tools are compared by their ability to show 2D and 3D shapes, math behind the tool, visual 

quality and flexibility. 

Trade studies leads to evaluate the performance requirements by analyzing and translating all qualitative 

performance expectations into quantified performance requirements. Therefore, an analysis that is 

supported by numerical grading system substantiates the feasibility of the items in the requirements list. 

Evaluation methods generally include simulation; weighted tradeoff matrices; engineering, 

manufacturing, cost, and technical opportunity of trade studies; prototypes; user views; and testing (1).  

 

Figure 1.6 Decision Matrix Example (1) 
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In Decision Matrix Example for Battery in Figure 4, different alternatives are awarded by the point from 1 

to 3. Point 0 is given when a mandatory criterion is not met with the related solution. Each solution is 

awarded with a point which then is multiplied with the weight of the criteria. For instance, the solution of 

“Collect Experiment Data With Alternative Experiment” reached the highest score as follows: 

 30% ∙
3

3
+ 10% ∙

3

3
+ 15% ∙

2

3
+ 10% ∙

1

3
+ 15% ∙

2

3
+ 20% ∙

2

3
 ≅ 77% 1.1 

 

The grading system relies on the experience and background knowledge of the engineers. In an ideal 

scenario, all risks and benefits as well as advantages and disadvantages are considered as criteria, in order 

to avoid ambiguities. Even though the ideal scenario is not always possible, decision matrix is an 

important step for clarifying alternative solutions for requirements. 

In the case of quantifying existing architecture tools, a weighted tradeoff analysis is performed. Each 

criterion is weighed considering their necessities within the project.  

Table 2 Tradeoff analysis for existing architecture tools 

Decision Matrix for  

State of the Art 
Existing Tools 

Criteria Weight 
Kerbal Space 

Program 
RocketLab OpenRocket 

2D Scene 15 0 1 3 

3D Scene 10 3 2 2 

Math 25 3 3 3 

Product Tree 15 0 3 3 

Text File Generation 15 0 0 0 

Flexibility 20 3 3 3 

Total 100% 55% 72% 82% 

 

 2D shapes provide section views of the components which create an environment where user is 

able to think simpler and see the resizing effects closely. In addition to those, 2D shapes display 

the thicknesses of the components. Even though section views are beneficial, they are not 
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sufficient to prove that such a launcher configuration with given constraints is feasible. Therefore, 

the weight of the 2D shapes is 15%. 

 Visualizing the 3D shapes is an essential step in vehicle design; therefore, it is a desired feature of 

an architecture tool, and weights 10% within the tradeoff analysis. 3D scene in a software 

architecture tool displays the simple model of the desired component or the vehicle. It provides an 

environment, in which, engineers are able to see their components in simple forms and have first 

concept of the estimated design. 

 The mathematical background of an architecture tool is considered as the most significant 

property, and weighs 25%. Even though, the visualization obtains an environment to decide on 

the configuration, the calculations give the exact final results. 

 Product tree is an important feature in order to see the items in listed form in an order. Thus, 

components which are desired to be studied are able to be chosen from the list. The product tree 

provides the list in hierarchical way, in which, the subcomponents are placed under the 

component that they belong with. 

 The text file generation is required for one of the most crucial aims of the architecture tool, which 

is creating a CATIA design table. The architecture tool that ArianeGroup is planned to be able to 

generate excel files to be used as a design table in CATIA which leads to creating models 

automatically with the assigned constraints.  

 A tool’s flexibility is a crucial ability since the initial idea of developing such a tool is to be able 

to analyze many different configurations as quickly as possible. Therefore, it weighs 20%. 

1.2.1.1 Kerbal Space Program 

Kerbal Space Program is a multi-genre space flight simulation game developed by the company Squad 

which allows the users to create their own space program (2). The game has noticeably advanced physics 

behind it, which attracts notable companies from space industry such as NASA and SpaceX. According to 

Emanuelli, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory visualization producer Douglas Ellison, claims that half of 

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory engineers are playing KSP. In addition to that, a robotics engineer from 

SpaceX, Keith Nicewarner, revealed that half of their software team is from gaming industry (3). Besides, 

KSP developers released a mission update in early 2014, titled “Asteroid Redirect Mission”, that was 

developed in partnership with NASA (4). Asteroid Redirect Mission adds a feature, where users can build 

a robotic arm. 
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KSP has three different game modes such as Career mode, Sandbox mode and Science mode. Career 

mode is to expand and manage a space center by adding funds and contracts. This mode is the most 

exclusive one, where players must consider earning funds to unlock new parts and add them to their 

custom rocket. Science mode limits the parts that can be selected in the beginning of the building process. 

Users should focus on the Research and Development activities such as maintenance of the spacecraft, 

and receiving transmission, to reach more advanced parts. Sandbox mode is the most flexible mode in 

which users are not restricted in unlocking the parts, but instead they are able to build unrealistic crafts to 

discover the Kerbal universe.  

 

Figure 1.7 A scene from Kerbal Space Program (2) 

As it is shown in Figure 1.7, the 3D visualization of the game is advanced. Therefore, in the tradeoff 

analysis, KSP is awarded with 3/3 for 3D visualization and 0/3 for 2D visualization since there is no 2D 

scene provided in the game. The simulation obtains a drag and drop feature with the 3D parts on the side 

of the screen. The flight simulation in the game is based on advanced physics. Newtonian dynamics are 

applied to all the objects except the celestial bodies, which already leads a realistic simulation. Thus, KSP 

gains 3/3 for Math in the tradeoff analysis. However, there are differences to the real-world physics in the 

game (5). The atmospheric height 𝐴𝐻, pressure at altitude 𝑝(𝑎𝑙𝑡), and the density at altitude 𝜌(𝑎𝑙𝑡) are 

calculated as follows within the game where 𝐶𝐹 represents the conversion factor and 𝑎𝑙𝑡 represents the 

altitude. 

 𝐴𝐻 = − ln(10−6) . 𝑃𝑆𝐻 1.2 
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 𝑝(𝑎𝑙𝑡) = {
𝑝0. exp (

−𝑎𝑙𝑡

𝑃𝑆𝐻
)                        𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑡 ≤ 𝐴𝐻

0                                                𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑡 ≤ 𝐴𝐻
} 1.3 

 

 𝜌(𝑎𝑙𝑡) = 𝐶𝐹. 𝑝(𝑎𝑙𝑡) 1.4 

Above a certain altitude, the density of the atmosphere is dropped to zero suddenly in KSP as in equation 

1.3, which is not the case in real world. Besides, the temperature and humidity effects on the atmospheric 

density are ignored. In addition to the atmosphere calculation differences; drag, lift, gravitational model 

and engines are processed different than to the reality. Nevertheless, the physics behind the game is 

advanced and differences are covered with good approaches. 

Although KSP has advance graphical scenes, it does not have a product tree, which is considered as an 

important feature for the thesis project. KSP is flexible in terms of allowing users to create different 

architectures. However, the game does not generate an output data file; therefore, in the tradeoff analysis 

its total grade decreases. As a result, Kerbal Space Program earns 55% from the analysis in total. 

1.2.1.2 OpenRocket 

OpenRocket is a cross-platform, open source model rocket simulation, which was first developed as a 

master thesis by Sampo Niskanen.  Since the source code is reachable by everyone, the project provides a 

clear understanding on the logic behind the simulations. It has completely written in Java in 2009 and 

being improved by many developers since then. 

When the simulation was initially developed, step-by-step calculation methods were applied for 

aerodynamic calculations and simulating the rocket flight. The aim was to develop a user-friendly 

interface for model rockets which can be designed and simulated in a cross-platform environment (6). 

Even though the tool essentially was created as model rocketry simulation, it can be adopted for larger 

rockets. The tool provides both 2D and 3D scenes with the manipulative rocket parts. Therefore, it is 

awarded with 3/3 points for the 2D scene and 2/3 points for 3D scene since compared to KSP, the 3D 

scene is less detailed. The math behind the simulation is advanced. Aerodynamic calculations are 

performed in detail, which are implemented from Barrowman’s thesis project. Experimental rocket flights 

and wind tunnel data are used, in order to validate the calculations (6). OpenRocket is awarded with full 

points for the math section in the analysis.  
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Figure 1.8 A scene from OpenRocket 

OpenRocket provides a product tree [Figure 1.8], which adds new components in hierarchical order, as 

soon as they are created via buttons. Although the simulation displays the calculated results while the 

program is running, it does not generate a file from the output data. Generating an output file considered 

as an important feature within the thesis, since one of the goals is to create a CATIA design table for 

further use of the output.  

 

Figure 1.9Nose cone configuration dialog box of OpenRocket 
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The tool is considerably flexible with many different geometrical options, as well as the ability of 

changing dimensions and material instantly. The tool even allows the users to have a more detailed 

simulation with controlling the wind, angle of attack and roll rate.  After evaluating each criterion, 

OpenRocket gains 82% in total. 

1.2.1.3 RocketLab 

RocketLab has been developed by the ArianeGroup engineers in France starting from 2015. The tool 

provides almost every requirement that is set for the master thesis project. However, because of the 

confidentiality of the project, the tool is not available for third parties. Therefore, it is not in use in 

ArianeGroup’s Bremen site. 

The tool is very detailed and strongly supported with accurate physics. It provides MCI calculations for 

both dry and loaded rocket. Users are able to change inputs in real time and see the results; therefore, 

RocketLab gains 3 points out of 3 for math criteria. It provides a product tree which is connected to the 

3D scene and the Editor. 3D scene displays each fundamental component with the precise dimensions, 

where the components are highlighted by clicking on the name in the product tree.  

 

Figure 1.10 Editor view from RocketLab 

The editor provides stacked pages which are changed according to the selected items in the product tree. 

Each page shows the name of the product, a simple 2D drawing of it, and related calculations such as 

mass, center of gravity, moments of inertia for both dry and loaded launcher. The tool does not provide an 
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assembled 2D scene where the components stacked together to form a launcher, but instead it provides 

simple drawings of the related parts in the editor Thus, RocketLab is only awarded with 1/3 point for 2D 

scene. As a result, RocketLab gains 72% in total.  

1.2.2 Outcome of the tradeoff analysis 

According to the analysis results in Table 2, all three existing tools, which are chosen due to their 

similarity to the aimed thesis, provide more than 50% of the required features. However, none of the tools 

above found suitable for Bremen ArianeGroup’s usage even though they meet the strong requirements. 

Kerbal Space Program was not found useful for company’s needs essentially because of the fact that it is 

a commercial game. Therefore, the visual simulation is the major feature in the game while the data 

output and product tree are neglected.  

RocketLab is not available in Bremen site of the company due to the confidentiality of the project. It 

offers very little information even for the evaluation of the tool; therefore, the tool’s grading in text file 

generation is ambiguously zero. As getting information about the tool is not possible, it cannot be 

certainly stated that the RocketLab is unable to create a text file. Nevertheless, since the opposite cannot 

be proven, the tool gains zero point for text file generation which also reveals the fundamental drawback 

of the RocketLab: the unavailability of the tool. 

OpenRocket meets every requirement except text file generation. Moreover, the tool is an open source 

software which provides full access to the code. However, the function for text file generation is missing 

and must be added. The significant issue with adding a new feature to an open source software is the 

necessity of sharing the code publicly, yet the architecture tool must stay confidential and it is only 

possible if the company owns its own tool. 

The evaluation proves that each tool has significant drawbacks that disable their usage within 

ArianeGroup. Therefore, the need of creating a tool that belongs to the company occurred and became the 

subject of this thesis. 

1.3 Programming Language 

Choosing the programming language for developing the desired tool is a significant step. After defining 

the requirements of the architecture tool, the most suitable platform is searched which offers a flexible 

environment to develop graphical user interfaces. 

A graphical user interface (GUI) includes windows, icons and menus which can be manipulated by a 

mouse or keyboard. The opposite of GUI is CLI, which stands for command line interface, was in use in 
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MS-DOS environment before GUI was developed. CLIs still appear as console mode especially in Linux 

operating systems (7). The main idea behind designing a GUI is to make computer operations easier to 

use for everyone by providing users instant visual results about their actions.  

While GUI applications become popular, new methods are created to develop user interfaces. In the 

thesis, object oriented programming is focused on, to be able to create an application that is extendable in 

the future. Therefore, Java and C++ have become the center of programming language research.  

1.3.1 Java 

Java is an object-oriented programming language which allows creating cross-platform applications. It 

has various libraries and a large community on web. For GUI design, Java has two sets of Application 

Programming Interfaces which are called AWT (Abstract Windowing Toolkit) and Swing (8). AWT is an 

older version of GUI programming yet contains many packages of hundreds of classes. On the other hand, 

Swing is more improved and contains even more packages. Therefore, when Java’s properties are 

evaluated as a programming language for the aimed tool, the API Swing is considered.  

Swing is a component based framework provides buttons, check boxes, and labels as well as advanced 

components such as tabs, scroll panels, trees and lists. It requires knowledge about the layout logic of 

Swing while developing a GUI.  

For the visualization part, OpenGL functions the best with Java. Java has a wrapper called JOGL which 

allows developers render or import 2D and 3D shapes and manipulate them within the GUI. Java does not 

use the common OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) libraries since it has its own AWT and Swing libraries. 

However, the large amount of JOGL code is auto-generated from C header and source files.   

Overall, Java is a useful option to create a cross platform user interfaces by considering its abilities to 

create lightweight windows with useful components and to display 2D and 3D images. However, for the 

thesis project, C++ Qt option is found more suitable considering the abilities which are explained in 

section 1.3.2. 

1.3.2 C++ Qt  

C++ Qt is also an object-oriented application development framework, similar to Java Swing, which then 

can be used in various operating systems. Qt is created directly for developing graphical interfaces; 

therefore, it provides a useful designer interface. Within the Qt designer, components are added to the 

window by drag and drop option. It also offers an interface for designing layouts of the components. 

Therefore, the developer has the option to add components to the window and organize the display 

without any further coding.  
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Figure 1.11 GUI designing using QT Designer, a scene from the thesis project 

Qt contains buttons, sliders, check boxes and other basic components as it can be seen on the left frame of 

the scene in Figure 1.11. In addition to those, Qt provides widgets for OpenGL and QML usage which are 

2D and 3D display options that are embedded to Qt. Moreover, OpenGL and Qt Quick (QML) libraries 

have the property of being used in parallel within the same application. Thus, the developer is able to 

render shapes in OpenGL and use QML options to improve the view, for example, by using shaders. In 

addition to OpenGL and QML wrappers, Qt has its own library to render 2D shapes within the 

graphicsView widget.  

For the thesis project, Qt Framework is chosen to develop the architecture tool. Although Java has the 

ability to provide the desired GUI, C++ based Qt offers faster compiling. In addition to that, the decision 

relies on the developer of this project. Therefore, one important parameter is the developer’s 

programming skills, which in this case better in C++ and Qt than Java.  
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2 Fundamental Qt Widgets Used Throughout the Project 

2. Fundamental Qt widgets used 
throughout the project

Introducing the properties of the 
widgets in Qt and how they are 
applied into the project
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Horizontal Layout
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Vertical Spacer
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Figure 2.1 Overview Fundamental Qt Widgets Used Throughout the Project 

In this chapter the Qt version 5.9 widgets those are used throughout the project is explained in detail in 

order to provide a better understanding of the development process of the tool. The properties of the 

widgets are explained and application into the project is shown via examples. Within the thesis, 

fundamental widgets are often used such as Label, Line Edit, Spin Box, Double Spin Box, Radio Button, 

Combo Box and Push Button. In addition to that more advanced widget are also implemented which are 

Graphics View, Tree Widget (Item-Based) and OpenGL Widget. 

The project of Launcher Architecture tool aims to provide a classic desktop application for the first phase 

analyses, and Qt widgets provide essential UI elements to realize that aim. Widgets can read users’ input 

and display data accordingly; show the status information and contribute creating scenes for visualization. 

The following command is used to include definitions of the widget classes (9). 

#include <QtWidgets>  

Besides, the following line must be added into qmake .pro file in order to link the widgets, since the 

version of the software used throughout the project is 5.9.  

greaterThan(QT_MAJOR_VERSION, 4): QT += widgets 

 

2.1 Layouts and Spacers 

Qt’s Layouts and Spacers are used to organize the look of GUI. Layout widget is not only used for 

aligning the items on the scene, but also to set the reaction of the window’s geometry changes. Thus, the 

widgets will act accordingly when the user resizes the window. 

Qt has four default layout classes such as; vertical layout, horizontal layout, grid layout and form layout. 

Within the thesis only vertical and horizontal layout are used. Those classes stack the widgets vertically 

and horizontally and align them respectively (10).  
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Figure 2.2 Example of layouts (red frames) and spacer (blue spring) from CCC Tank designer class 

Qt has two spacers: horizontal and vertical spacer. They are used to prevent the widgets to get glued 

together by the layout. The figure above shows an example of many layouts and a spacer are used 

together in one scene. First, on the left, the labels and spin boxes are aligned via horizontal layout and 

then stacked together vertically. Then on the right, a horizontal spacer is used to adjust the sizes of the 

push buttons. Therefore, the buttons are not occupying the entire horizontal space but instead they are 

downsized to their minimum constrains, unless a fixed size is set by the developer.  

2.2 Buttons 

Qt version 5.9 offers six different types of buttons to satisfy different features of applications. The buttons 

consist of Push Button, Tool Button, Radio Button, Check Box, Command Link Box and Dialog button 

box. During the thesis project, push and radio buttons are widely used.  

2.2.1 Push button 

Push button is one of the key elements that used in the GUI design. Clicking the push buttons creates 

geometries in the scenes, performs the calculations and triggers the display of the results in Line Edit 

widget. For every component’s dialog window, buttons are used for similar purposes.  
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void Skirt::on_applyChangesPB_clicked() 
{ 

    // Reads the values from Spin Boxes 
    double dSkirt = ui->d_skirt->value(); //diameter of the skirt 
    double th = ui->th_skirt->value();    //wall thickness 
    double length = ui->l_skirt->value(); //length of the cylinder 
 

    // Reads the material type and detects the density 
    QString material = ui->comboBox->currentText(); 
    int density = skirt->matType(material); 
 

    // Performs MCI calculations  
    double massSkirt = skirt->massCylinder(dSkirt, length, th, density); 
    double CoGxSkirt = skirt->GoxCylinder(length); 

    double CoGySkirt = 0.000; 
    double CoGzSkirt = 0.000; 
    double dInSkirt = dSkirt - 2*thickness; 
    double IoxSkirt = skirt->IoxGCylinder(massSkirt, dSkirt, dInnerSkirt); 
    double IoyzSkirt = skirt->IoyzGCylinder(massSkirt, dSkirt, dInnerSkirt, 

length); 
    double IoAxSkirt = skirt->IoACylinder(IoxSkirt, CoGySkirt, CoGzSkirt, 

massSkirt); 
    double IoAySkirt = skirt->IACylinder(IoyzSkirt, CoGxSkirt, CoGzSkirt, 

massSkirt, length); 
        double IoAzSkirt = skirt->IACylinder(IoyzSkirt, CoGxSkirt, CoGySkirt, 
massSkirt, length); 
 

    // Writes MCI results into Line Edit boxes 
    ui->massSkirtLE->setText(QString::number(massSkirt)); 
    ui->LE_CoGx->setText(QString::number(CoGxSkirt)); 

    ui->LE_CoGy->setText(QString::number(CoGySkirt)); 
    ui->LE_CoGz->setText(QString::number(CoGzSkirt)); 
    ui->LE_Ixx->setText(QString::number(IoxSkirt)); 
    ui->LE_Iyy->setText(QString::number(IoyzSkirt)); 
    ui->LE_Izz->setText(QString::number(IoyzSkirt)); 
    ui->LE_Mxx->setText(QString::number(IoAxSkirt)); 
    ui->LE_Myy->setText(QString::number(IoAySkirt)); 
        ui->LE_Mzz->setText(QString::number(IoAzSkirt)); 
 

    // Deletes the previous items in the scene when changing the 

constraints. 
    QList<QGraphicsItem*> items = scene->items(); 
    for (int i = 0; i < items.size(); i++) { 

        scene->removeItem(items[i]); 
        delete items[i]; 
      } 
    // Renders the geometry and displays it in the scene 
    renderSkirt(); 

} 

Apply Changes button in the dialog boxes as shown above, reads the values entered by the user, performs 

the MCI calculations, displays the results and renders the component geometry according to the given 

dimensions. Figure 2.3 shows the window of the Skirt class, which itself is triggered by another push 

button in the Main Window. 
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QPushButton enables to customize the buttons, such as adding icons on the buttons (10). This is done by 

adding icon images as resource files into the application and set the icon with the following line. 

    ui->addSkirt->setIcon(QIcon(":/new/images/IconSkirt.PNG"));  

 

Figure 2.3Skirt button from Main Window that triggers Skirt dialog box(left) and the display of the Skirt window after 

clicking on Apply changes push button (right) 

2.2.2 Radio Button 

Radio button offers to user to choose in between multiple options. User is only able to select one item 

within the items which belongs to the same parent.  

 

Figure 2.4 Radio button example from CCC Tank designer class 

Within the tool, radio buttons are implemented to create an environment where user can choose between 

different type of tanks and stages. Figure 2.4 shows an example from liquid tank dialog box. The 

geometries, therefore the MCI results differ between oxygen and hydrogen tanks, as well as lower and 

upper stages. To realize each combination, two group boxes are created as parents: “Tank” and “Stage”. 

The aim was to keep the flexibility during the coding process by letting the developer to add more 

components to the parents if necessary.  
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    if (ui->RBtank1->isChecked()){ 
        ui->d_CCC_stage1->setValue(d_tank1_stage1);    //cylinder diameter 
        ui->vol_CCC_stage1->setValue(v_tank1_stage1);  //volume of the tank 
        ui->r_dome_CCC_stage1->setValue(r_dome_tank1_stage1); //dome radius 
        ui->th_CCC_stage1->setValue(th_tank1_stage1);  //thickness 
        ui->comboBox->setCurrentText("Composite");    //material 
    } 
    else if (ui->RBtank2->isChecked()){ 
        ui->d_CCC_stage1->setValue(d_tank2_stage1);  //cylinder diameter 
        ui->vol_CCC_stage1->setValue(v_tank2_stage1); //volume of the tank 
        ui->r_dome_CCC_stage1->setValue(r_dome_tank2_stage1); //dome radius 
        ui->th_CCC_stage1->setValue(th_tank2_stage1); //thickness 
        ui->comboBox->setCurrentText("Composite"); //material 
    }  

Above example shows a part of the code from CCC (Calotte-Cylinder-Calotte) tank class where the radio 

buttons in Figure 2.4 are used. It shows the usage of radio buttons with if cases, where the dimensions are 

set according to the selected tank type and the stage.  

2.3 Item Widgets 

Item displays are separated into two parts in Qt’s designer as Model-Based and Item-Based. Model-based 

item displays provide more custom environment for the developer and used for complicated data views. 

Therefore the developer is able to arrange the item structure according to the requirements of the data. On 

the other hand, item-based displays are derived from model-based displays to have a default structure for 

headers and separators.  

 

Figure 2.5 Item views and item widgets in Qt designer form 

For the architecture tool, a product tree is a fundamental element. Qt’s tree widget (item-based) is used to 

create a product tree, where the items are listed when user creates them via push buttons. The item-based 

version was chosen after considering the needs of the product list and decided that the Qt’s default tree 

widget layout is sufficient to display the product tree.  
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The tree widget is added via drag and drop within Qt designer form and the headers are edited within the 

GUI of the designer for by double clicking the widget. Furthermore, rows are assigned through coding as 

the user adds more components to the scene. 

 

Figure 2.6 Product tree scene from the Main Window 

Figure 2.6 shows the product tree from the Main Window, which is in development process, displaying 

each component that is added to the scene. A parent-child relationship is created to show stages and the 

subcomponents belonging to that specific stage.  

void MainWindow::addRoot(QString name, double des1, double des2) 

{ 

    setItemValues(); 

    treeItem = new QTreeWidgetItem(ui->treeWidget); 

    treeItem->setText(0, name); 

    treeItem->setText(1, QString::number(des1)); 

    treeItem->setText(2, QString::number(des2)); 

    ui->treeWidget->addTopLevelItem(treeItem); 

} 

 

void MainWindow::addChild(QTreeWidgetItem *parent, QString name, double 

des1, double des2) 

{ 

    QTreeWidgetItem *item = new QTreeWidgetItem(); 

    item->setText(0, name); 

    item->setText(1, QString::number(des1)); 

    item->setText(2, QString::number(des2)); 

    parent->addChild(item); 

} 

  

The above piece of code shows the method used throughout the project for creating parent – child 

hierarchy in tree widget. For this example, the tree widget has initially designed as 3-columned; 

Component, Dry Mass and Loaded Mass. Therefore, the first function addRoot includes a discrete value 
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to display the name of the component, and two double values to display masses. The second function 

contains the parent as QTreeWidgetItem to be able to assign a component to its right stage. treeItem 

is set as the treeWidget’s name to be used while adding new components to the tree. 

setItemValues() function is created to read values, from different component classes that are 

necessary to use for product tree. In this case the mass values for each component are read to write into 

the product tree. 

    ui->treeWidget->setColumnCount(3); 
    addRoot("Stage1", massDryStage1, massLoadedStage1); 

  

Above example shows the method of adding first parent item to the widget. Then, the child objects are 

added via push buttons. Therefore, to add child items, a line of code is written under the push button 

functions which trigger the component adding actions as follows. 

    addChild(treeItem, "Thruster", thrusterMass, 0.0); 

    addChild(treeItem, "Engine Thrust Frame", ETFmass, 0.00);  

The program adds the first stage automatically, and assumes that the user will start building their rocket 

from the first stage. However, a checkbox is added to the window to provide flexibility for user’s stage 

selection. While creating the checkbox button, the usage of a few push buttons is restricted according to 

the chosen stage. For instance, if the user is adding components to the first stage, Fairing and Payload 

push buttons are disabled since they only belong to the upper stage. On the other hand, Booster button is 

disabled when the upper stage is checked since boosters only belong to the lower stage. 

 

Figure 2.7 Component box view before and after checking the upper stage button 
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Clicking the “Upper stage” button not only enables and disables push buttons but also adds and deletes a 

second parent stage from the product tree as follows. 

    if(ui->CBstage->isChecked()){ 
        addRoot("Stage 2", massDryStage2, massLoadedStage2); 
    } 
 

    else if (!ui->CBstage->isChecked()){ 
        ui->addPayload->setEnabled(false); 
        ui->addFairing->setEnabled(false); 
       } 

 

The items in the product tree are deleted by the delete button. Each item in the tree is linked to their 

related objects in the 2D scene. Therefore, deleting an item in the graphics view also removes the item 

from the tree widget or vice versa. 

2.4 Containers 

Advanced projects might require many objects such as buttons, graphical views, labels and boxes in one 

window, which requires organizing the view to provide more structured display for users. In those cases, 

container widgets can be used to have high level control over a group of items on the form (11). When 

adding containers via Qt designer, the child objects can be included into containers directly via drag and 

drop. Otherwise, the developer must indicate the container as a parent; also, the child objects which 

belong to the container.  

There are frames, group boxes, stacked widgets, tab widgets, toolbox widgets and dock widgets within 

containers; and in addition to those, scroll area, MDI area and QAxWidget are included with later 

versions of Qt.  

Frames are used to enclose group of objects, or used as placeholders without containing any child object 

in them. Stacked widgets are used to stack many pages on top of each other, where only the topmost page 

is visible. The pages are automatically numbered as 0,1,2,… and can be displayed by using 

setCurrentIndex(int) function within the code. Toolbox widgets work similar with stacked 

widgets, except many pages are stored as compartments in the toolbox. Dock widget is another wrapper 

for its child widgets which is movable inside the window via its float button. 

Scroll area provides a scrolling view in case of the widget in the frame exceeds the size of the frame. For 

instance, adding an image to a frame might require scroll bars if the size of the image is larger than the 

frame and adding an image into a scroll area adjusts bars automatically. MDI Area container wraps MDI 

windows and QAxWidget wraps an ActiveX control (12).  
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In addition to those, group boxes and tab widgets are widely used within the project and explained in 

detail below. 

2.4.1 Group Box 

Group box widget is used to frame a group of child object with a title. Similar to other containers, child 

items ca n be added via drag and drop directly.  

 

Figure 2.8An example of group box from CCC Tank designer class 

Group box does not align the child items automatically; thus, the developer must set the alignment 

constraints via layouts and spacers. Figure 2.8 shows an example of MCI group box, which is used in 

each component dialog box. Group boxes are checkable if a check box is added next to the title, which 

then activates the child objects within the group (13). Nevertheless, the default setting of the widget is 

checked, and all the group boxes within the project are always used in their checked status since all 

the belonging items are actively used while application is running. 

2.4.2 Tab Widget 

The widget provides a tab bar along with the frame to cover a group of objects. Each tab belongs to a 

different page, and only the current page is displayed in the frame area as shown in Figure 2.9. Every time 

the user clicks on the different tab to change the page currentChanged() signal is emitted and 

selected page is shown. 

While the tab widget can be added via drag and drop within the designer view, it can also be added with 

the following code. 

    avionicsTab = new QTabWidget; 

    avionicsTab->addTab(new (fileInfo), tr("Ring")); RingTab

        avionicsTab->addTab(new (fileInfo), tr("Cube")); CubeTab
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Figure 2.9 An example of tab widget from Avionics designer class 

Current index is set either with int currentIndex() const function, or by clicking the desired 

tab in the designer form before running the application. Therefore, the current tab in the designer will also 

be shown as the current page in the application window. 

2.5 Input Widgets 

2.5.1 Combo Box 

QComboBox class is again implemented for selecting one item between numbers of items. This function 

mostly used for material selection of the components as shown below. 

 

Figure 2.10 Radio button example from CCC Tank designer class 

The density of the component then detected via material selection through combo boxes. Below line 

shows the method of material selection. 

    QString material = ui->comboBox->currentText();   

After the material is specified by the user, the program converts the string value to an integer number, 

which in this case the density of the material, by using another function written in MCI class. 

2.5.2 Line Edit 

QLineEdit widget is a one-line editor which allows the user to edit a line of plain text (14). In the project, 

it is used to show MCI calculation results in the user interface.  

    ui->LE_CoGx->setText(QString::number(CoGxRag));  

The above line from the source code belongs to the avionics class, showing the center of gravity of 

avionic rag along x-axis. Line Edit widget is added by using Qt Designer and the value is simply imported 
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to the box by using “setText” function. “LE_COGx” is the assigned name of the Line Edit that is set in 

the designer and it is reached by using the pointer “ui”, the name of the avionics class designer.  For each 

MCI result, the same method is applied in each component class.  

2.5.3 Spin Box and Double Spin Box 

Spin boxes are widely used in the project to read the user’s input from GUI. QSpinBox class handles 

integer numbers as well as discrete values such as strings; whereas QDoubleSpinBox class handles 

floating numbers. 

 

Figure 2.11Spin boxes example from Helium Tank designer class 

Figure 2.11 shows an example of spin boxes usage. The user can reset the values by clicking the up and 

down arrows. The single step scale is set by the developer. In this case, every click changes the value by 

the factor of 0.1. On the other hand, the value in a spin box can also be changed by typing the value. For 

the above example, helium tank volume, thickness and positions are read through double spin boxes, 

whereas the integer number of tanks is read from spin box.  

    double v_He = ui->v_tank_helium->value(); // volume of the tank 

    double th_He = ui->th_tank_helium->value();  // thickness of the tank 

    int n_He = ui->n_tank_helium->value();   // number of the tanks 

 

Above lines show the method of reading values from spin boxes for volume, thickness and, the number of 

Helium tanks respectively. 

2.6 Display Widgets 

2.6.1 Label 

QLabel class provides a text or image display. In the thesis, label is used for labelling the components; 

therefore, displaying text. Labels mostly implemented into the window via drag and drop function and 

edited in Qt Designer form. However, there are examples of labelling via coding shown as follows. 

    QLabel *label_7 = new QLabel(this); 

    label_7->setText("CCC Tank\nMass");  
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The example is from center of gravity label of CCC Tank. Styles and borders are edited via Qt’s designer 

view.  

2.6.2 Graphics View 

QGraphicsView class provides an interface for creating advanced and large number of 2D graphical 

items, which are custom made or imported from outer sources. Visualization is performed with the view 

function on a scene very fast. The large scenes with millions of items in graphics view can be visualized 

in real time due to the BSP (Binary Space Partitioning) tree usage within the widget (15).  

Graphics scene serves as a container where the items are displayed and manipulated. QGraphicsView 

class enables adding mouse events to the scene such as drag and drop, press and release event to deliver 

items to certain positions or click event to select them. The items also can be rendered in a parent-child 

relationship to create a group of items acting together in one scene. Groups are created ideally with 

QGraphicsItemGroup to have the parent – child hierarchy. The parent – child relationship in graphics 

scene, where one scene contains several items with various geometrical shapes, is similar to the 

convenience classes as QTableView, QTreeView and QListView (15).  Those classes also provide a 

scene where several items appear in discrete forms. For example, if the parent is removed from the scene, 

the children items will also be removed automatically. Similarly, the mouse events such as displacing the 

items can be applied to group of items by just pressing the parent item. 

Graphics view depends heavily on QPainter functions, which leads to a relatively complex coding. 

QPainter allows developers to render shapes with either Qt’s default software rendering or OpenGL (16). 

Even though OpenGL is with QGLWidget class in graphics viewport, rendering with the default functions 

of QGraphicsView increases the performance of the application. Therefore, the OpenGL usage in 2D 

drawing is eliminated within the thesis project.  

Rendering methods are explained in detail within Chapter 4. 
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3 Mass, Center of Gravity, Moments of Inertia 
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Figure 3.1Overview Mass, Center of Gravity, Moments of Inertia 

In this chapter, the necessary calculations derived for the launcher parts are represented. Certain 

geometries which are used to form simple launcher components are investigated and the calculations of 

mass, center of gravity and moments of inertia calculations are performed.  

3.1 Calculations 

For all the calculations the coordinating system is taken by considering the flight direction as x-axis as 

shown in below. Moreover, the global coordinate system lies at the bottom center of where launcher 

stands. Therefore, while global moments of inertia are calculated, the distance r is measured from the 

center of gravity of the components to the global coordinate system.  

 

Figure 3.2 Default axis system 

Global moments of inertia are the inertia about the center of gravity of the whole geometry, represented 

as, 𝐼𝑥𝐴, 𝐼𝑦𝐴, 𝐼𝑧𝐴. Global moments of inertia are calculated about the bottom center of the each stage. 

Therefore, the term  𝑟 in the global inertia calculations is the distance between the center of gravity of the 

component and the bottom center of the corresponding stage.  

Moment of inertia represents the dynamics of rotational motion of a point mass, as the product of the 

mass times the distance from the axis squared, with respect to the defined axis (17). The general formula 

for the moment of inertia is derived from the following integration (18). 
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Figure 3.3 Point mass and the rotation axis on an object (17) 

 𝐼 =  ∫𝑟2𝑑𝑚  3.1 

For each component, the global moments of inertia are calculated with the same method regardless of 

their geometries. The idea is to calculate a mass’ inertia along one point in the space. When calculating 

moments of inertia, the selected axis of rotation must be specified. 

After calculating the moments of inertia of an object along its own center of gravity, the inertia along one 

point other than the COG is calculated by adding the mass times distance square to the MOI along the 

center of gravity of the object. Following formulas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show the global moments of inertia 

derivations for x, y and z axes respectively. 

 𝐼𝑥𝐴 = 𝐼𝑥𝑥 + 𝑚(𝑟𝑦
2 + 𝑟𝑧

2) 3.2 

 𝐼𝑦𝐴 = 𝐼𝑦𝑦 + 𝑚(𝑟𝑥
2 + 𝑟𝑧

2) 3.3 

 𝐼𝑧𝐴 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝑚(𝑟𝑥
2 + 𝑟𝑦

2) 3.4 

For simple geometries like cylinder, cube and sphere, the inertia calculations are derived by considering 

the wall thickness. However, for more complicated geometries like calotte-cylinder-calotte tank or 

truncated cone, it is assumed that the geometry is solid. In this case, the inner moments of inertia are 

subtracted from the outer moments of inertia in the code.  

Global moments of inertia scripting 

In the code, only two functions are created for global moments of inertia calculations. IxA represents the 

global MOI around x –axis and IyzA represents y and z-axes inertia because of the symmetry. 

double MCI::IxA(double m, double IoGx, double CoGy, double CoGz){ 
    double IACone = IoGx + m * (pow(CoGy, 2) + pow(CoGz, 2)); 
    return IACone; 
} 

double MCI::IyzA(double m, double IoGyz, double CoGx, double CoGyz, double l){ 

    double IACone = IoGyz + m * (pow(CoGx + l, 2) + pow(CoGyz, 2)); 

    return IACone; 

} 
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As the code is compared to the equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, it is seen that there is an additional double 

value appears as l in function IyzA. It is added to be able to sum the distances from the COG of the 

current object to the global coordinate system.  

3.1.1 Cylindrical Forms 

Many components are formed by cylindrical shapes in the launcher. In the thesis, the most significant 

cylindrical shape is the skirt. In addition to skirt, there are components partly consist of cylinders.  

 

Figure 3.4 Thick-wall cylinder geometry 

The mass of a cylindrical shell is calculated as follows, 

 𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝜋ℎ(𝑟2
2 − 𝑟1

2)𝜌 3.5 

where, 𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the total mass of the cylinder, ℎ is the height of the cylinder, 𝑟2and 𝑟1 are the outer 

and inner radii, and 𝜌 is the density of the cylinder as shown in Figure 3.4. 

The center of gravity of the cylinder is at 𝐺𝑥 = ℎ
2⁄   along x-axis by considering the coordinate system of 

the component lying at the bottom center of the component. Since the coordinate system is placed at the 

center, the COGs along y and z axes are 0,  𝐺𝑦,𝑧 = 0. 

The moments of inertia along of the cylinder are derived from the equation 3.1 by considering each axis 

separately. 

 𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 
𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

2
(𝑟1

2 + 𝑟2
2) 3.6 

 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧 = 
𝑚𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

12
(3(𝑟1

2 + 𝑟2
2) + ℎ2) 3.7 

Since the cylindrical geometries in the launcher are symmetrical, the inertias along y and z axes are equal. 

Therefore, the same equation applies for y and z axes in center of gravity and local moments of inertia. 
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3.1.1.1 MCI scripting of cylindrical forms 

For the MCI calculations, a different class is created with mci.h and mci.cpp header and source file. Then 

for each shape, the functions of mass, center of gravity and moments of inertia have been written with 

respect to their axes. 

double MCI::massCylinder(double d, double l, double th, int den){ //d: 

diameter of cylinder, l: height of cylinder, th: thickness 
    double th_area = M_PI*((pow(d/2, 2)-(pow(d/2-th, 2)))); //thickness area 
    double volume = th_area * l; 
    double mass = volume * den; 
    return mass; 
} 

 

Abode code shows the function that returns the mass of cylindrical geometries with the inputs of diameter 

d, the height of the cylinder l, the thickness th, and the density of the material den. Diameter, height 

and the thickness are read from the user’s input. The user also specifies the material in the GUI and the 

following function coverts the string material type to an integer material density. M_PI is the already 

defined 𝜋 value that is added via the math library. 

int MCI::matType(QString material){ 
    if (material == "Aluminium"){ 
        int den = den_aluminium; 
        return den; 
    } 
    else if (material == "Composite"){ 
        int den = den_composite; 
        return den; 
    } 
    else if (material == "Steel"){ 
        int den = den_steel; 
        return den; 
    } 
    else if (material == "Copper"){ 
        int den = den_copper; 
        return den; 
    } 
    else{ 
        return -1; 
    } 
} 

 

The conversion from material name to density has been used for each component throughout the project 

as shown below. 

  QString material = ui->comboBox->currentText();  //reads the material type 
    int density = skirt->matType(material);    // detects the density 
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After setting the material and reading the user’s input, the mass function is implemented to skirt class. 

   massSkirt = skirt->massCylinder(dSkirt, length, thickness, density); 

 

Local moments of inertia are written in two functions as follows; where, m is mass, d1 is the outer 

diameter, d2 is the inner diameter and l is the distance from the ground. 

// Calculation of the skirt's local moment of inertia along the x axis 
double MCI::IoxGCylinder(double m, double d1, double d2){   
    double IoxG = r_n(1, 2)* m *(pow(d1 / 2, 2) + pow(d2 / 2, 2)); 
    return IoxG; 
} 

// Calculation of the skirt's local moments of inertia along y and z axes 
double MCI::IoyzGCylinder(double m, double d1, double d2, double l){ 
    double IoyzG = r_n(1, 12)* m *(3 * (pow(d1 / 2, 2) + pow(d2 / 2, 2)) + 

pow(l, 2)); 
    return IoyzG; 
} 

 

3.1.2 Spherical Forms 

The launcher contains tanks which are formed of spherical shapes. The most common usage of spherical 

tank is for pressurization tanks.  

 

Figure 3.5 Thick-wall sphere geometry 

The mass of the thick-wall cylinder is calculated as follows; 

 𝑚𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 =
4

3
𝜋(𝑟2

3 − 𝑟1
3)𝜌 3.8 

where, 𝑚𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 is the total mass of the cylinder, 𝑟2and 𝑟1 are the outer and inner radii, and 𝜌 is the density 

of the sphere as shown in Figure 3.5.  

The COG of the homogeneous symmetrical sphere is exactly at the center of the geometry. Similarly, 

moments of inertia along each axes is equal to each other for the spherical geometries. 
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 𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧 = 
2𝑚

5
(
𝑟2

5 − 𝑟1
5

𝑟2
3 − 𝑟1

3) 3.9 

 

3.1.2.1 MCI scripting of spherical forms 

Mass function for sphere is written as follows, with the parameters of diameter, thickness and density 

respectively. 

double MCI::massSphere(double d, double th, int den){ 

    double d2 = d - 2 * th; 

    double volume = r_n(1, 6)*M_PI*pow(d, 3) - r_n(1, 6)*M_PI*pow(d2, 3); 

    double mass = volume * den; 

    return mass; 

} 

 

Since the user’s input does not include inner diameter but the thickness, an additional line is written to 

calculate the inner diameter of the sphere. The function appears as r_n was written for divisions due to 

the previous ambiguities of the usage of slash ( / ) for dividing operations. The two parameters of the r_n 

function represent nominator and denominator respectively.  

// Sphere's local moment of inertia 

double MCI::IGSphere(double d, double th, double m){ 

    double r1 = d / 2; 

    double r2 = d / 2 - th; 

    double IGSphere = m * r_n(2, 5)*((pow(r1, 5) - pow(r2, 5)) / (pow(r1, 3) 

- pow(r2, 3))); 

    return IGSphere; 

} 

 

For the inertia function the inputs of diameter d and thickness th are read from the GUI, whereas the mass 

value is used from the previous calculation.  

  

3.1.3 Conical Forms 

Several supporting components of the laucnher are formed of truncated conical geometries such as engine 

thrust frames and upside-down cones to support payload. The calculations are performed considering the 

wall thickness of the cone. 

The mass equation 3.10 for truncated cone is given for a solid shape. Thus, the inner cone’s mass is 

subtracted from the complete cone in the code.  
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 𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑒 =
1

3
𝜋ℎ(𝑟1

2 + 𝑟1𝑟2 + 𝑟2
2)𝜌 3.10 

Equation 3.10 calculates the mass; where, 𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑒 is the total mass of the truncated cone, ℎ is the height of 

the cone, 𝑟2and 𝑟1 are the top and bottom radii, and 𝜌 is the density of the cone as shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 Truncated cone geometry 

On the other hand, mass is not distributed uniformly along the x-axis in the case of a cone as it is in 

cylinder or sphere. Therefore, center of gravity is not derived for a solid shape but is derived by 

considering the shell form. 

 𝑟𝑡 =
𝑟2,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑟2,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟

2
 ,   𝑟𝑏 =

𝑟1,𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑟1,𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟

2
   3.11 

 𝐺𝑥 =
ℎ(𝑟𝑏 + 2𝑟𝑡)

3(𝑟𝑏 + 𝑟𝑡)
 3.12 

 𝐺𝑦,𝑧 = 0 3.13 

The equation 3.11 shows the mean top radius 𝑟𝑡 and mean bottom radius 𝑟𝑏 which then are used along 

with the height ℎ to calculate the cone’s center of gravity 𝐺𝑥, in equation 3.12. The COGs along y and z-

axes are zero due to the symmetry.  

Inertia calculations are performed for the solid truncated cone instead of a shell form to decrease the 

complexity of the equations. During the coding process, inertia of the inner cone is subtracted from the 

inertia of the outer. The significant part of subtracting the inner inertia from the outer inertia is, noticing 

not only the radii differences but also the mass differences between two cones. Therefore, masses for the 

solid outer cone and solid inner cone are calculated within the inertia equations, since taking the mass 

value from 3.10 would lead an inaccurate result.  

 𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 
3𝑚

10
(
𝑟1

5 − 𝑟2
5

𝑟1
3 − 𝑟2

3) 3.14 

Equation 3.14 shows the moment of inertia of a solid truncated cone along x-axis; where, 𝑚 is the total 

mass of the solid truncated cone, and 𝑟2and 𝑟1 are the top and bottom radii.  

http://www.google.de/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiJ8pfZ9svUAhUIEVAKHZPXDOsQjRwIBw&url=http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConicalFrustum.html&psig=AFQjCNE6TV84wN3HKvCzFsw6da7H3M68Xg&ust=1498031050827752
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 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧 =
𝑚

𝑟1
3 − 𝑟2

3

[
 
 
 
 

3

80
(4 +

ℎ2

(𝑟1 − 𝑟2)2
) (𝑟1

5 − 𝑟2
5) +

𝑟1
3 (

ℎ

4

𝑟2
𝑟1 − 𝑟2

− 𝐺𝑥)
2

− 𝑟2
3 (

ℎ

4

4𝑟1 − 3𝑟2
𝑟1 − 𝑟2

− 𝐺𝑥)
2

]
 
 
 
 

 3.15 

The moments of inertia of a solid truncated cone along y and z-axes are calculated via equation 3.15 

which is derived from equation 3.1 with the help of Matroids Matheplanet website; where, 𝐼𝑦𝑦 is the 

moment of inertia in y-axis, 𝐼𝑧𝑧 is the moment of inertia in z-axis, 𝑚 is the total mass of the solid 

truncated cone, and 𝑟2 and 𝑟1 are the top and bottom radii, ℎ  is the height of the cone and 𝐺𝑥 is the center 

of gravity along x-axis (19). 

3.1.3.1 MCI scripting of conical forms 

The MCI functions for conical shapes occupy more lines compared to more basic geometries such as 

sphere and cylinder. 

// Mass calcualtions for truncated cone shapes 
double MCI::massCone(double d1, double d2, double l, double th, int den){ 
    double r1 = d1 / 2; 
    double r2 = d2 / 2; 
    double r_in1 = r1 - th; 
    double r_in2 = r2 - th; 
    double vOut = r_n(1, 3) * M_PI * (pow(r1, 2) + r1*r2 + pow(r2, 2)) * l; 
    double vIn = r_n(1, 3) * M_PI * (pow(r_in1, 2) + r_in1*r_in2 + 

pow(r_in2, 2)) * l; 
    double mass = (vOut - vIn) * (den); 
    return mass; 
} 

 

massCone function reads the user input as top diameter d1, bottom diameter d2, cone’s height l, 

thickness th and density den; and, returns the total mass of the truncated cone. Similarly, COGx function 

is written according to the equation 3.12 without any further details.  

On the other hand, inertia functions of the truncated cone require more calculations, since the result from 

massCone function does not deliver the correct inertia value. Therefore, inner cone’s inertia calculated 

with solid mass is subtracted from outer cone’s inertia as shown in IoyzCone function below. In the 

function, m1 represents the bigger cone’s mass whereas m2 represents smaller cone’s mass. For both 

cones, MOIs are calculated separately as Iyz1 and Iyz2 with respect to their masses. Then, the smaller 

cone’s inertia is subtracted from outer cone’s to reach the actual result. 
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double MCI::IoyzCone(double l, double d1, double d2, double th, int den){ 

    double r1 = d1 / 2, r2 = d2 / 2; 

    double m1 = den *r_n(1, 3) * M_PI * (pow(r1, 2) + r1*r2 +pow(r2, 2))*l; 

    double m2 = den * r_n(1, 3) * M_PI * (pow(r1 - th, 2) + (r1 - th)*(r2 - 

th) + pow(r2 - th, 2)) * l; 

    double cog = CoGxCone(l, d1, d2, th); 

    double Iyz1 = (m1 / (pow(r1, 3) - pow(r2, 3)))*(r_n(3, 80)*((4 + pow(l, 

2) / pow(r1 - r2, 2))*(pow(r1, 5) - pow(r2, 5))) + pow(r1, 3)*pow((l / 

4)*(r1 / (r1 - r2)) - cog, 2) - pow(r2, 3)*pow((l / 4)*((4 * r1 - 3 * r2) 

/(r1 - r2)) - cog, 2)); 

    double Iyz2 = (m2 / (pow(r1-th, 3) - pow(r2-th, 3)))*(r_n(3, 80)*((4 + 

pow(l, 2) / pow(r1 - r2, 2))*(pow(r1-th, 5) - pow(r2-th, 5))) + pow(r1-th, 

3)*pow((l / 4)*((r1-th) / (r1 - r2)) - cog, 2) - pow(r2-th, 3)*pow((l / 

4)*((4 * (r1-th) - 3 * (r2-th))/(r1 - r2))-cog,2)); 

    double Iyz = Iyz1 - Iyz2; 

    return Iyz; 

} 

 

3.1.4 Mixed Forms: CCC Tank 

The liquid tanks such as oxygen and hydrogen of the launcher are formed as calotte – cylinder – calotte, 

or CCC, shape. This tank has three main parts: two hollow spherical caps (domes) and a hollow cylinder. 

Since the MCI calculations are performed for cylindrical shapes previously, this section focuses on the 

spherical cap equations.  

 

Figure 3.7 Spherical cap geometry (20) 

The mass equation 3.16 is given for a solid cap (20); therefore, the inner cap must be subtracted from the 

outer cap according to the given thickness. 

 𝑚𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑝 =
1

6
𝜋ℎ(3𝑎2 − ℎ2)𝜌 3.16 

Above equation 3.16 delivers the mass, 𝑚𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝐶𝑎𝑝; with the parameters ℎ the height of the cap, 𝑎 the 

distance between the bottom edge of the spherical cap and the center of it, and 𝜌 the density. In CCC 

tank’s case, 𝑎 indicated the radius of the connected cylinder. 

http://www.google.de/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjypKyGh8zUAhUJblAKHa0lCUIQjRwIBw&url=http://mathworld.wolfram.com/SphericalCap.html&psig=AFQjCNHPMmAhIVh0B8qpokXkWt_xAv5C4g&ust=1498035415340274
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The center of gravity of a hollow spherical cap along x-axis lies at a point of half the height of the cap 

whereas, the center of gravities for y and z axes are zero because of the symmetry. As it is shown in 

Figure 3.8, the axis system lies at the bottom of the cylinder and the yellow dot at the center of the shape 

indicates the COG of the complete part.  

 𝐺𝑥 =
𝑙𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

2
 ,   𝐺𝑦,𝑧 = 0 3.17 

 

Figure 3.8 CCC tank 

The inertia along x-axis is given for a solid shape. Therefore, the inner inertia must be subtracted from 

outer by considering the individual masses for each cap and different radii calculated according to the 

given thickness. 

 𝑙 = 𝑅 − ℎ = √(𝑅2 − 𝑎2) 3.18 

 𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 
𝜋𝜌

2
(
8𝑅5

15
− 𝑅4𝑙 +

2

3
𝑅2𝑙3 −

1

5
𝑙5) 3.19 

The inertia along x axis 𝐼𝑥𝑥 is derived from the equation 3.1 by considering disks with infinitesimal 

thicknesses. To reduce the complexity of the equation, the difference of sphere’s radius 𝑅 and cap’s 

height ℎ is called as 𝑙 and substituted to the complete inertia equation 3.19. 

Inertia along y and z-axes are equal and given for a hollow shape. Instead of deriving the equation a 

numerical approach has been used to find moments of inertia along y and z axes. The equation 3.20 

approaches the correct value with the error factor of 0.5%. 

 𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 𝐼𝑧𝑧 =
1

12
𝑚(3𝑎2 + ℎ2) 3.20 
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3.1.4.1 MCI scripting of mixed forms: CCC tank 

The MCI functions of CCC tank are written by considering each element of the tank such as spherical cap 

and cylinder. However, for the tanks, user’s input consists of volume of the tank, radius of the spherical 

tank, diameter of the cylinder, wall thickness and the material of the tank. Therefore, the height of the 

cylinder is calculated from the given parameters with l_CCC function as follows. 

double MCI::l_CCC(double d, double r_dome, double v){ 
    double h_dome = r_dome - sqrt(pow(r_dome, 2) - pow(d/2, 2)); 
    double v_dome = M_PI*h_dome*r_n(1, 6)*(3 * pow(d/2, 2)+ pow(h_dome, 2)); 
    double l_cylinder = (v - 2 * v_dome) / (M_PI*pow(d/2, 2)); 
    return l_cylinder; 
} 

 

The height of the cylinder is a mandatory parameter to calculate the total mass of the CCC tank. Below 

massCCC function sums up dry volumes of two domes and one cylinder and multiples them with the 

density.  

double MCI::massCCC(double v, double r_dome, double th, double d, int den){ 
    double r = d / 2; 
    double cos_theta = r / r_dome; 
    double th2 = th / cos_theta; 
    double h_dome = r_dome - sqrt(pow(r_dome, 2) - pow(r, 2)); 
    double l_cylinder = l_CCC(d, r_dome, v); 
    double v_total = 2 * (M_PI * h_dome * r_n(1, 6) *(3 * pow(r, 2) + 

pow(h_dome, 2)) - M_PI * (h_dome - th)*r_n(1, 6)* (3 * pow(r - th2, 2) + 
pow(h_dome - th, 2)))+ M_PI*l_cylinder * (pow(r, 2) - pow(r - th, 2)); 
    double mass = v_total * den; 
    return mass; 
}  

The critical point of reaching the correct result in mass calculation is to detect the length of the cross-

section of the dome. Note that the volume of the solid spherical cap is calculated via 𝑎 and ℎ values 

shown in Figure 3.7; thus, for the spherical cap shell, the inner volume must be subtracted from the outer 

volume. However, this operation cannot be performed by reaching inner 𝑎 value by 𝑎 − 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠. 

Figure 3.9 shows the thickness of the spherical cap.  

 

Figure 3.9 Spherical cap wall thickness 
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𝜃 is the angle between the dome’s and cylinder’s radii, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 is calculated with equation 3.21, 

 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =  
𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝑅𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒
 3.21 

where, 𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the radius of the cylinder, and 𝑅𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒 is the dome’s radius. As it is shown in figure 3.9, 

the difference between the distances from bottom edge of the dome to the bottom center of the dome 

becomes 𝑡ℎ/𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃. It is declared with following lines in the code. 

    double cos_theta = r / r_dome; 

    double th2 = th / cos_theta; 

Therefore, while small volume is subtracted from the outer volume r - th2 used to reach the small 

dome’s 𝑎 value. The same principle applies to local inertia calculations while mass differences are 

calculated between bigger solid tank and smaller solid tank. 

To calculate the inertia along x-axis, the value 𝑙 in equation 3.18 is calculated in the code with the 

following line, which indicates the 𝑅 − ℎ in Figure 3.7. 

    l = sqrt(pow(r_dome, 2) - pow(d / 2, 2)); 

Then the l value is implemented to the dome’s inertia calculations along with the mass values m1 and 

m2, for smaller and bigger domes. The total MOIxx calculation for the complete CCC tank is shown in 

equation 3.22. 

 

𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 2 
𝜋𝜌

2
((

8𝑅5

15
− 𝑅4𝑙 +

2

3
𝑅2𝑙3 −

1

5
𝑙5)

− (
8(𝑅 − 𝑡ℎ2)

5

15
− (𝑅 − 𝑡ℎ2)

4𝑙 +
2

3
(𝑅 − 𝑡ℎ2)

2𝑙3 −
1

5
𝑙5))

+ 
1

2
(𝑚1𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟

2 − 𝑚2(𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 𝑡ℎ)2)  

3.22 

Above equation shows the sum of the moments of inertia of two hollow spherical caps and one hollow 

cylinder as 𝐼𝑥𝑥,𝐶𝐶𝐶; where,  𝜌 is the density, 𝑅 is the spherical cap’s radius, 𝑙 is the difference between 

spherical cap’s radius and the cap’s height, 𝑡ℎ2 is the 𝑡ℎ/𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 value in Figure 3.9, 𝑟𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 is the 

cylinder’s radius, 𝑡ℎ is the wall thickness of the tank, and 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the inner and outer masses of 

the cylinder. The complete equation is imported as IoxCCC function shown below. 
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double MCI::IoxCCC(double d, double r_dome, double v, double th, int den){ 
    double l = sqrt(pow(r_dome, 2) - pow(d / 2, 2)); 
    double l2 = l_CCC(d, r_dome, v); 
    double m1 = M_PI * pow(d / 2, 2) * l2 * den; 
    double m2 = M_PI * pow(d / 2-th, 2) * l2 * den; 
    double Ix_dome = r_n(1, 2)*M_PI*den*(r_n(8, 15)*pow(r_dome, 5) - 

pow(r_dome, 4)*l + r_n(2, 3)*pow(r_dome, 2)*pow(l, 3) - r_n(1, 5)*pow(l, 5)) 
- r_n(1, 2)*M_PI*den*(r_n(8, 15)*pow(r_dome-th, 5) - pow(r_dome-th, 4)*l + 

r_n(2, 3)*pow(r_dome-th, 2)*pow(l, 3) - r_n(1, 5)*pow(l, 5)); 
    double Ix_cy = r_n(1, 2)* (m1*pow(d/2,2)-m2*pow(d/2-th,2)); 
    double Ix = 2*Ix_dome + Ix_cy; 
    return Ix; 
} 

 

For the inertia functions in the MCI class, the diameter of the cylinder d, the radius of the dome r_dome, 

the total volume of the tank v, wall thickness th and the density den are used as parameters. However, 

for the inertia calculations along y and z-axes, the center of gravity of the spherical caps must be 

considered. Different from the case in 𝐼𝑥𝑥, COGs of the domes are not aligned with the COG of the 

complete tank. The COG of a hollow spherical cap is located at the half of the cap’s height, ℎ𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒/2. 

Therefore, while implementing the equation 3.20 into the code, not only the mass and dimension 

differences, but also the distance from spherical cap’s COG to the tank’s COG are considered. 

Iyz_dome1 value in the following code indicates the dome’s local inertia along its own center of 

gravity. Then, Iyz_dome is calculated to reach the actual effect of the dome to the entire tank body.  

double MCI::IyzCCC(double d, double r_dome, double v, double th, int den){ 
    double l = l_CCC(d, r_dome, v); 
    double r = d / 2; 
    double cos_theta = r / r_dome; 
    // The distnace where dome is cut and linked to the cylinder. It is 

different than the thickness of the dome. 
    double th2 = th / cos_theta;    
    double m1 = M_PI * pow(r, 2) * l * den;  //mass of the outer cylinder 
    double m2 = M_PI * pow(r - th, 2) * l * den;  //mass of the inner 

cylinder 
    double h_dome = r_dome - sqrt(pow(r_dome, 2) - pow(r, 2)); 
    double m_dome = den *(M_PI * h_dome * r_n(1, 6) *(3 * pow(r, 2) + 

pow(h_dome, 2)) - M_PI * (h_dome - th)*r_n(1, 6)* (3 * pow(r - th2, 2) + 

pow(h_dome - th, 2))); 
    // To find the inertia with respect to the center of gravity of the dome. 
    double Iyz_dome1 = r_n(1, 12)*m_dome*(3 * pow(r, 2) + 5 * pow(h_dome, 2)) 

- m_dome* pow(h_dome / 2, 2);       

    double Iyz_dome = Iyz_dome1 + m_dome * pow(l/2+h_dome / 2,2);   ´ 
    double Iyz_cy = r_n(1, 12)*m1*(3 * pow(d / 2, 2) + pow(l, 2)) - r_n(1, 

12)*m2*(3 * pow(d / 2 - th, 2) + pow(l, 2)); 
    double Iyz = 2 * Iyz_dome + Iyz_cy; 
    return Iyz; 
} 
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3.1.5 Cuboid forms 

The last main geometrical form contributes to the project is cuboid. This geometry only used for avionic 

boxes in the launcher, which is a solid mass. 

 

Figure 3.10 Cuboid (21) 

Solid cuboid’s mass is given as follows. 

 𝑚𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 = ℎ. 𝑙. 𝑤. 𝜌 3.23 

Where, 𝑚𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 is the mass, ℎ is the height, 𝑙 is the length, 𝑤 is the width and 𝜌 is the density of the cube. 

However, the GUI reads the mass input from the user, as well as the length, height and width values. 

Therefore, the program calculates the density and the volume of the avionic boxes as follows. 

 𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 = ℎ. 𝑙. 𝑤 3.24 

 𝜌 =
𝑚𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒

𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒
⁄  3.25 

The center of gravity of the cuboid is at the center of the geometry and its considered as 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑥 = ℎ/2, 

since the axis system is placed at the bottom center of the part. Therefore, the COGs along y and z-axes 

are zero.  

The inertia equations are different for each axis since there is no symmetry assumed in cuboid. Therefore, 

considering the axis system in Figure 3.1, and the geometry in Figure 3.10, the inertia equations are 

calculated as follows, where 𝐼𝑥𝑥, 𝐼𝑦𝑦, and 𝐼𝑧𝑧 are moments of inertia along x, y and z axes respectively. 

 𝐼𝑥𝑥 =
𝑚

12
(𝑤2 + 𝑙2) 3.26 

 𝐼𝑦𝑦 =
𝑚

12
(ℎ2 + 𝑙2) 3.27 

 𝐼𝑧𝑧 =
𝑚

12
(ℎ2 + 𝑤2) 3.28 
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3.1.5.1 MCI scripting of cuboid forms 

During the configuration process in the GUI, the user’s input already contains the mass of the avionics but 

not the volume of them. Therefore, the tool calculates the volume of the boxes. 

double MCI::VolavbaCube(double w, double de, double l){  //it is a solid 

rectangular shape with width, depth, height respectively. 
    double volume = M_PI * l *w*de; 
    return volume; 
} 

 

In the code, width appears as w, depth as de, and the height of length as l. The moments of inertia 

functions are also written with the same parameters. 

// Local moments of inertia calculations for rag aviyonic bay 
double MCI::IoxGRag(double m, double w, double de){   //mass, width, depth 

respectively 
    double Iox = r_n(1, 12)*m*(pow(w, 2) + pow(de, 2)); 
    return Iox; 
}  

The example shows the 𝐼𝑥𝑥 calculation with mass, width and depth parameters. The function is used by 

varying the parameters to reach different moments of inertia for each axis. 

3.2 Verifying the Calculation Results 

While the equations were derived, a verification system was required to ensure that the tool is providing 

accurate results. To achieve that, the components were modelled in CATIA to compare CATIA’s MCI 

results to the tool’s results.  

 

Figure 3.11 Measure Inertia dialog box 

CATIA users are able to measure 3D inertia properties of component’s surfaces or volumes via the 

Measure Inertia  button (22). Pressing this button or selecting Analyze > Measure Inertia from the 

menu bar will create a dialog box as shown in Figure 3.11. The tool measures 3D inertia properties by 

default whilst being able to measure 2D inertia properties.  
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After selecting and item, the dialog box in Figure 3.11 expands to display mass, center of gravity and 

moments of inertia results for the item.  

 

Figure 3.12 Extended Measure Inertia dialog box (22) 

The tool provides the exact values in Design mode, when all the necessary dimensions are stated. If there 

is no density entered, the tool set the density to 1000 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 for 3D volumes and 10 𝑘𝑔/𝑚2 for 2D 

surfaces by default. The density box is editable; thus, the results can be recalculated by changing the 

density real time (22). 

The dialog box displays the total volume, surface area mass and density of the selected item, as well as 

the COG values for each axis according to the absolute axis system which appear as Gx, Gy and Gz. 

Inertia matrix is shown at the bottom of the window. The values are found by considering that no axis 

system is chosen. Therefore, the default inertia values are calculated along the COG of the item. An axis 

system can be chosen by clicking Inertia / Axis System tab on the same window. This feature is used to 

determine global moments of inertia of the components.  

For verifying the equations which are written for the Launcher Architecture, certain dimensions are 

assigned for each component. Then the components are modelled in CATIA by using the exact same 

parameters as in the Tool.  
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Figure 3.13  2D model and MCI results of the thruster from the tool 

 

Figure 3.14 CATIA model and MCI results of the thruster 
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Figure 3.15CATIA model and inertia results with respect to the absolute axis system 

Figure 3.13 and 3.14 show examples of the thruster from both the Launcher Architecture tool and CATIA 

model. Figure 3.14 only covers the local moments of inertia along the part’s COG. Therefore, Figure 3.15 

is added to compare MOIs along the Absolute Axis System in CATIA model, which is placed at the 

bottom center of the shape.  

As it is displayed in thruster dialog box from the tool; the base diameter of the component is entered as 

1.25 𝑚, upper diameter is 0.5 𝑚, wall thickness is 0.05 𝑚, thruster length 2.0 𝑚, and the material is 

chosen as aluminum which has a density of 2700 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 set in the code. Therefore, the part is modelled 

in CATIA with the exact parameters. As a result, the outputs from both tools match for each parameter 

including mass, COGs, and MOIs.  

Specifically the Mass [kg] value from the tool matches the Mass result in Figure 3.14. CoGx,y,z values 

from the tool match CATIA’s Center Of Gravity results which can be seen in both Figure 3.14 and 3.15. 

Local moments of inertia values which are represented as Ixx, Iyy and Izz from the tool match the inertia 

values of IoxG, IoyG and IozG of the identical model in Figure 3.14. At last, the global moments of 

inertia values from the tool which appear as Mxx, Myy and Mzz, match the IoxA, IoyA and IozA results 
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from Figure 3.15. Those verify that the equations imported into the code for truncated cone provide the 

accurate MCI results. 

Similarly, the MCI results from the Launcher Architecture Tool for cylinder, sphere and cuboid are 

exactly equal to the results delivered from CATIA. However, the results do not match as perfectly as in 

above example with more complicated geometries such as CCC tank. Nevertheless, the error is less than 

0.5% in the case of CCC tank. The error happened due to the approximation method used during the 

inertia calculations along y and z axes. Besides, the complete tank consists of three main separate parts 

with the homogeneous identical wall thicknesses. However, the thickness slightly changes on the 

connection edges and affects the inertia calculations in CATIA.  

Further verifications are shown in Appendix A.  
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4 Visualization 

4. Visualization

Visualizing method of the 
components with respect to the 
user input

Skirt

2D Scene Thruster

Liquid Tank

Booster

Payload Helium Tank

Avionics

 

Figure 4.1 Overview of Visualization 

One of the most complicated and significant part of the project was visualizing the launcher geometry in 

the GUI. This chapter focuses on the method of displaying the launcher parts on the screen with respect to 

their constraints. Visualization has performed in both dialog boxes and in the main window. In each 

dialog box of each component the parts are rendered including with their thicknesses. In the main window 

of the application, the complete launcher is displayed while user adds the components via push buttons. 

The thicknesses are not shown in the main window. 

For visualization, Qt’s QGraphicsView class is used. Shapes are 

rendered by using the functions of QGraphicsView and displayed on 

the scenes with QGraphicsScene class. QGraphicsScene class is only 

used for managing the items and has no ability to create shapes (15). 

The changes in the scene are controlled by the graphics scene as the 

class emits the signal changed(). QGraphicsScene provides a 

scene with a reverse coordinate system as shown in Figure 4.2.  

The (0, 0) position appears at the top left corner on the scene. All the 

items are assumed as they are surrounded with a rectangle which 

expands in x and y directions as shown in Figure 4.2. To draw a 

rectangle in the scene, the x and y coordinates of a point and; the 

height and width of the rectangle must be specified. Then, the 

rectangle will grow from that specified point to the positive directions of x and y axes. All the other 

geometries are rendered based on the same logic.  

QGraphicsScene realizes the dimensions as device pixels. Therefore, the user’s input regarding the 

dimensions of the components are converted into the pixels from meters to reach a realistic view.  

Figure 4.2 Coordinate system of the 

graphics scene 
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The items in the main window scene are set to movable and selectable since the program provides 

flexibility on manipulating the items by setting the flags.  

4.1 Dialog box scenes 

For each element in the launcher, a separated class is created with a dialog box. Dialog boxes display the 

parameters, MCI calculation results and a 2D drawing of the related component. The parts are rendered in 

a way that they are resizable in the scene when the user applies new dimensions. 

In the GUI, the graphics view items are triggered via push buttons. Therefore, every time the push button 

is clicked, a new shape is created on the scene. To avoid having multiple geometries in one dialog box, a 

function is written and applied to each dialog box class which counts the current items in the scene and 

deletes them before rendering the new shape. 

4.1.1 Skirt 

In 2D form, skirt appears as a rectangle. However, to be able to display the thickness of the item, the skirt 

is rendered in four pieces as two rectangles and two lines. The two rectangles are filled with gray brush 

specifying the wall thickness of the item, whereas the lines complete the rectangular form of the 2D 

drawing. 

The items are added through QPainterPath class to the scene. addRect is one of the functions from 

QPainterPath class that requires four parameters as x / y values as a start point, width and height as shown 

below. 

void QPainterPath::addRect(qreal x, qreal y, qreal width, qreal height) 

On the other hand, addLine function also needs four parameters to specify the start and end points of a 

straight line. 

void QPainterPath::addLine(qreal x1, qreal y1, qreal x2, qreal y2) 

 

Figure 4.3 Drawing of the skirt 

The view reflects the exact proportion of the skirt within the given constraints except the thickness. While 

converting the meters to pixels, a constant proportion is used for every dimension excluding the thickness 
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value, which needed to be set slightly larger than the reality to be visible in the scene. The following 

function is applied to each dimension that is read from the user’s input. 

    double Skirt::Dim(double dimension){ 
        double converted = dimension*50; 
        return converted; 
    }  

The above function is applied to the input values while rendering the shapes to multiply the entered value 

with the factor of 50; therefore, to deliver a visible geometry on the screen. The multiplying value was 

found via experimental methods after trying number of values to discover the most suitable constant that 

enlarges the geometry to a size that is clearly visible from the user. However, for thickness, enlarging the 

size by 50 was not sufficient since the wall thickness very small compared to diameter or length values of 

the launcher components. Thus, it is multiplied by 400 for the skirt’s case. 

renderleft = scene->addRect(0,0, thickness *400 , Dim(length), blackPen, 

grayBrush); 

renderright = scene->addRect(Dim(dSkirt)-(thickness*400), 0, thickness*400, 

Dim(length), blackPen,grayBrush); 

lineUp = scene->addLine(0,0,Dim(dSkirt),0, blackPen); 

lineDown = scene->addLine(0, Dim(length), Dim(dSkirt), Dim(length), 

blackPen); 

 

Above examples shows four different items which compose a skirt. renderleft and renderright 

belong to QGraphicsRectItem and refer to the left and right gray rectangles shown in Figure 4.3; whereas, 

lineUp and lineDown belong to QGraphicsLineItem and refer to top and bottom lines to enclose the 

skirt’s rectangle. 

The geometry is rendered with respect to the real values entered by the user. dSkirt is the diameter of 

the skirt, length is the height, and thickness refers to the wall thickness. Furthermore, blackPen is 

set the line colour to black and grayBrush fills the rectangles with gray.  

4.1.2 Thruster 

Thruster’s section view appears as trapezoid, which is rendered by using QPolygonItem in the graphics 

view. However, to specify the thickness of the part the complete item is rendered in four pieces as in the 

skirt’s case. While thicknesses are considered differently, other dimensions are converted through Dim 

function introduced in section 4.1.1.  

    renderLeft = scene->addPolygon(tleft, blackPen, grayBrush); 

    renderRight = scene->addPolygon(tright, blackPen, grayBrush); 

    renderUp = scene->addLine(0,0,Dim(d_up), 0, blackPen); 

        renderDown = scene->addLine(-Dim((d_low-d_up)/2), Dim(length), Dim(d_low 
-(d_low-d_up)/2), Dim(length), blackPen); 
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As it is seen in the above code, there are four different pieces in which addPolygon and addLine functions 

are used from the QPainter class. addPolygon function requires the polygon data along with the pen and 

brush styles. The polygon items are named as renderLeft and renderRight as they are defined as 

tleft and tright in the QPolygon class which represent the left and right walls of the thruster 

respectively as in Figure 4.4. 

 

Figure 4.4 Drawing of the thruster with reference axis system 

The two gray trapezoids on the sides of the geometry are defined via four points each. Then the 

addPolygon function connects the points together to create an enclosed shape. As it can be seen in the 

below code, the starting point is considered as the top left of the shape, which is also considered as the 

origin (0, 0) of the scene.  

    QPolygon tleft; 

    tleft << QPoint(0,0); 

    tleft << QPoint(-Dim((d_low-d_up)/2), Dim(length)); 

    tleft << QPoint(-Dim((d_low-d_up)/2)+ thickness*100, Dim(length)); 

    tleft << QPoint(thickness*100, 0);  

Similarly, QPolygon tright is defined according to the given dimensions of the thruster. The value 

d_low represents the bottom diameter, d_up is the top diameter, length is the height, and 

thickness is the thickness of the thruster. 

4.1.3 Liquid Tank 

Liquid tanks are shaped as CCC tanks in the launcher. The tank is relatively more complicated to render, 

considering that there is not a ready function to connect arcs and rectangles. Therefore, a new painter path 

is created for CCC geometry. The QPainterPath class essentially requires a starting point which is defined 

with moveTo function, which is consist of x and y points. From that point various functions can be used 

to enclose the geometry; where in this case, additional lineTo and arcTo functions are sufficient to 

render CCC tanks.   
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The arcs are enclosed by invisible rectangles; thus, the enclosing rectangles are defined first. Then start 

and span angles are defined to identify arc’s boundaries.  

    QRectF rect1(0, 0, Dim(dCCC), Dim(2*h_dome)); 

    QRectF rect2(0, Dim(h_dome+lCCC), Dim(dCCC), Dim(2*h_dome)); 

    double startAngle = theta;   

    double spanAngle = (180 - 2*theta);  

The rectangles initially intended to be enclosed the complete circles of the domes; however, the process 

increased the complexity of the code. Therefore, instead of circles, domes are assumed as semi-ellipsoids, 

where the short diameter is 2 × ℎ𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒 and long diameter is 𝑑𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟. The dome’s height is represented 

as h_dome, whereas the diameter of the cylinder appears as dCCC. 

 

Figure 4.5 Drawing of the CCC tank with the reference axis system 

The drawing starts at the angle theta, which is shown in Figure 3.9 in page 39, and draws the arc along the 

span angle counterclockwise. As it is shown in Figure 4.5, the drawing starts with the upper arc which is 

enclosed by rect1 from the above code. Then, from the first arc’s end point, a line is drawn with the 

length of cylinder. After the line, the bottom arc is drawn which is enclosed by rect2. The path is closed 

with the closeSubpath function without the need of another lineTo specification. 

    QPainterPath p; 
    p.moveTo(Dim(dCCC),Dim(h_dome)); 
    p.arcTo(rect1,startAngle,spanAngle); 
    p.lineTo(0,lCCC); 
    p.arcTo(rect2, startAngle + 180, spanAngle); 
    p.closeSubpath();  

The path definition then needs to be imported in the scene via following code. 
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    QGraphicsPathItem *path = scene->addPath(p); 

    path->setPen(blackPen);  

The wall thickness for CCC tank is specified with the pen width. blackPen above is set as 

setWidth(thCCC*400); therefore, the changes in wall thickness can be seen real time in the scene 

via the pen width. 

4.1.4 Booster 

Boosters are one of the less flexible items in the GUI. The user is only able to add them when the upper 

stage is not checked in the main window since they only belong to the lower stage. A booster consists of 

several parts such as fairing, inner tube, outer tube, nozzle and skirt as a connection between nozzle and 

tubes as shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6 Drawing of the boosters with reference axis system 

One nozzle is rendered with polygon and rectangle items where the tubes and the skirt are rendered as 

rectangle, while the nozzle and the fairing are rendered as polygons.  

    QPolygon nozzle; 
    nozzle << QPoint(-Dim((d_out_booster - d_upper_nozzle)/2+ d_upper_noz-

zle), -Dim(h_booster_nozzle)); 
    nozzle << QPoint(-Dim((d_out_booster - d_upper_nozzle)/2), -

Dim(h_booster_nozzle)); 
    nozzle << QPoint(-Dim((d_out_booster - d_lower_nozzle)/2), 0); 
    nozzle << QPoint(-Dim((d_out_booster - d_lower_nozzle)/2+ d_lower_noz-

zle), 0); 
 

    boosterNozzle1 = scene->addPolygon(nozzle, blackPen, whiteBrush);  
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The nozzle is another trapezoid similarly to thruster; thus, four points are defined to draw the shape. The 

above code belongs to the left booster in the scene. The respected coordinate system is shown in Figure 

4.6. The reason for coordinate system to lie at the specified position is to align the boosters with the rest 

of the launcher. The launcher’s body is built from the left bottom of the scene, which pushes the left 

booster to the -x side of the coordinate system.  

4.1.5 Payload 

Payload is only allowed to be added when upper stage box is checked which is shown in Figure 2.7 in 

page 23. The payload’s geometry usually appears as a cylindrical shape along with a conical cap on top as 

shown in figure below. 

 

Figure 4.7 Drawing of payload with reference axis system 

The geometry consists of one rectangle and one polygon as represented in the code below. The shapes are 

rendered with respect to the coordinate system shown in red arrows in Figure 4.7.  

    QPolygon p; 

    p << QPoint(0,0); 

    p << QPoint(Dim(d_pay), 0); 

    p << QPoint(Dim((d_pay-d_up)/2+d_up), -Dim(h_cone)); 

    p << QPoint(Dim((d_pay-d_up)/2), -Dim(h_cone)); 

 

    poly = scene->addPolygon(p, blackPen, grayBrush); 

    rect = scene->addRect(0,0,Dim(d_pay), Dim(h_cy), blackPen, grayBrush); 

 

The points of the polygon p are defined via d_pay the diameter of the payload’s cylinder, that is equal to 

the bottom diameter of the truncated cone; d_up the upper diameter of the cone, h_cone the height of 

the cone. The rectangle’s origin lies at the center of the coordinate system, and has d_pay as the width, 

h_cy as the height. Payload does not have a wall thickness since it is assumed as a solid mass. 
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4.1.6 Avionics 

In the architecture tool, avionics can appear in two different forms which are cube and ring forms. The 

type of avionic bay can be chosen by clicking the related tab on the dialog window.   

 

Figure 4.8 Avionics dialog box operating in ring tab 

 

Figure 4.9 Avionics dialog box operating in cube tab 
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Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the 2D drawing of the avionic ring and avionic rack respectively. Both forms 

are rendered via the addRect function in the code according to the user input. The forms are triggered by 

individual push buttons which are placed in their own tab window; therefore, the rendering code is written 

under different functions. 

For both funcitons, starting points are stated as (0, 0), which normally is expected to be placed at the very 

top left of the scene. However, Qt’s graphics scene provides a default feature which centers the object in 

the scene to obtain a better view.    

4.1.7 Helium tank 

Helium tanks are formed as spheres in the launcher; therefore, they appear as circles in 2D scenes. As it is 

shown in Figure 4.10, the user input consists of volume, thickness, position, number of tanks and the 

material. To render the geometry in the dialog box, the only necessary inputs are the volume and the wall 

thickness of the tank. 

 

Figure 4.10 Helium tank dialog box with the drawing 

The circular shapes are added via addEllipse function either by using constant rectangle or with the 

rectangle parameters as shown below. 
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QGraphicsEllipseItem * QGraphicsScene::addEllipse(qreal x, qreal y, qreal w, 

qreal h, const QPen & pen = QPen(), const QBrush & brush = QBrush()) 

Similarly to the general logic behind rendering shapes, the ellipse is considered with its enclosing 

rectangle. Therefore the starting point (qreal x, qreal y) is specified along with the width w, and 

height h of the enclosing rectangle. Following, the pen and the brush are defined and therefore the shape 

is completed. The pen width is set dependent to the thickness value; thus the width changes in the scene 

when user enters different thickness values.  

4.2 Main Window scene 

Rendering shapes in the main window scene has more complexity compared to dialog box scenes, since 

the components are dependent to each other. Figure 4.12 shows the scene with reference coordinate 

systems. The blue 2D axis system shows the rendering reference axis of the graphics scene whereas the 

red 3D system represents the launcher’s global coordinate system which is taken as the base of MCI 

calculation.  

 

Figure 4.11 Push buttons in the main window 

The shapes are rendered via the push buttons on the window which are enclosed with the “Components” 

group box. Each button triggers its corresponding dialog box and adding the item into the product tree, 

while also rendering it in the main window scene. Since every item on the scene is dependent to the 

others, all the dimensions from dialog box classes are called by mainwindow class. Therefore, rendering 

methods in Main Window slightly differs from the methods used in dialog box scenes from section 4.1  
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Figure 4.12 Main Window scene with viewport's axis system (blue) and the launcher’s global axis system (red)  
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The default positions of each component are set as seen in the Figure 4.12, while the items are also set 

selectable and movable. The rendering has started with the lower stage’s thruster and built from there; 

thus, the launcher is built on the –y area of the scene.  

For each component, the length value along y-axis is continuously growing considering the previous item 

lengths. For instance, while rendering the lower stage’s thruster, the top edge of the trapezoid is placed at 

−𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟; while, for the lower stage’s ETF, the value becomes −(𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝑙𝐸𝑇𝐹). The rest of the 

length values are summed up as well, to avoid stacking the items together and align them on top of each 

other with respect to their constraints. 

While calling the values from component classes, certain rules are applied to the program such as the 

equality between several diameters. For instance, the upper diameter of the thruster and the lower 

diameter of engine thrust frame are set equal; therefore, any change in thruster’s upper diameter would 

automatically affect ETF’s lower diameter. Similarly, ETF’s upper diameter and the first skirt’s diameter 

are set equal to prevent the components getting separated during the configuration process. In addition to 

those, each tank’s diameter is restricted with their corresponding skirt’s diameter, since the tanks cannot 

exceed the limits of their supporting parts.  

As the program provides a flexible environment for the user, it does not allow the launcher to be built 

with unrealistic methods but conforms to the constraints of the launcher. Visualization provides an 

environment, where the users are able to see the effects of their inputs in the configuration which leads to 

a better and quicker understanding over the complete system. 
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5 Text Output 

5. Text output

Creating a text file for later use 
such as CATIA design table

Excel

TXT file

CATIA design 
table

 

Figure 5.1 Overview Text Output 

Even though the output data of MCI calculations are displayed in the user interface, a file that contains 

the complete output data is found necessary within the thesis project. The main reason is to create a 

structure in the output file to be able to use it as CATIA Design Table. The reason for the desire of linking 

the Launcher Architecture Tool output to CATIA parameters is to improve the repetitive design steps, by 

creating a knowledge-based design method.  

5.1 CATIA Design Table 

A design table is used to build a link between the computer aided design part and the Excel table, in order 

to control CATIA parameters with the cells of Excel table, which is called knowledge-based design 

method. KBE is a comprehensive application that merges artificial intelligence to computer aided design 

by automating repetitive design tasks (23). An efficient KBE essentially aims to relieve the time-

consuming routines within the design process and creates a traceable development of a project. 

5.1.1 Working with parameters in CATIA 

CATIA is capable of performing design automation to allow complex rules and artificial intelligence to 

be embedded in the system. To be able to work with design table, the excel file must be saved in the same 

directory of the CAD model. In addition to that, the model must be created by using “Parameters” feature 

of CATIA. Parameters are added via clicking Tool >> f(x) formula… button from the menu bar.  

 

Figure 5.2 Formula editor of CATIA 
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After the parameters are defined, they are applied to the part as it is shown in Figure 5.3 as an example of 

avionic ring structure model. The parameters are named exactly as they are named in the GUI’s export 

parameter, to be able to match the right variables to each other. First, the user input parameters are added 

such as the outer radius of the avionic bay as r_avba_out_stage1, inner radius as r_avba_in_stage1, height 

of the ring as l_avba_ring_stage1, and mass as m_avba_stage1. Then, the density is calculated within the 

formula editor of CATIA in Figure 5.2 to be used in inertia calculations. 

 

Figure 5.3 Parameters and relations of avionic ring structure 

There are two methods of using design table. The first method is to exporting parameters into the table 

from the part and the other method is performing the opposite: using an existing design table to model the 

part. The aim for exporting a file of parameters from the Launcher Architecture is to use the second 

method in order to build parts in CATIA automatically.  

5.1.2 Existing Design Table Usage in CATIA 

In order to link the Excel table to the parameters in CATIA part, a template must be held beforehand. 

From that CATIA Part template, the process can be started. First, the design table icon from “Knowledge” 

toolbox is clicked. Then from the dialog box appears after clicking, “Create a design table from a pre-

existing file” option is selected before pressing “OK” to confirm.  

After confirming, another dialog box with the title “Select the Design Table File” appears on the screen as 

shown in Figure 5.4. The design table that is created for the specific part is selected on the screen. The 
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important step here is to save the design table under the same directory of the CAD template, which in 

this case is named as ALBUM. 

 

Figure 5.4 Selecting the design table 

After selecting associated Excel file the last dialog box appears on the screen as shown in Figure 5.5, in 

order to apply parameters from design table into the CAD template. 

 

Figure 5.5 Applying parameters to the CATIA model 
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The parameter on the above figure’s screen are imported from the excel file which is created exactly with 

the same parameter names and units aside the parameters as in Figure 5.6. Since the parameters in CATIA 

are unit-bound, units are specified in the design table with the following format in Figure 5.6. 

 

Figure 5.6 Design Table 

After clicking Apply and OK the parameters from the design table are imported into the CAD template 

which updates the model according to the given parameters. 

5.2 TXT File 

The output data from the tool is exported as a text file with columns and rows. There are 11 columns in 

total with the variables of component name, mass, center of gravities, local moments of inertia, and global 

moments of inertia in x, y and z axes. The rows belong to the individual components.  

To save the values to a text file, a save button is added to the windows.  The button triggers the action to 

read the user’s input and calculate the MCI results and print the output data. Then, it saves them as a text 

file with defined widths of the columns as shown below. 

std::cout << setw(15) << "Thruster" << setw(12) << massThruster << setw(12) 

<< CoGxThruster << setw(6) << CoGyThruster << setw(6) << CoGzThruster << 

setw(12) << IoxThruster << setw(12) << IoyzThruster << setw(12) << 

IoyzThruster << setw(12) << IoAxThruster << setw(12) << IoAyzThruster << 

setw(12) << IoAyzThruster << endl;  

The columns are filled starting with the component’s name and the other ten parameters of the 

components as shown in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 A scene from the output file 
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The current method is to export the file in .txt format and to copy the calls into an excel file which then is 

used as CATIA design table. Although this method is functional with additional small effort, it is 

certainly open for improvements. The improvements planned for output file is explained in Future Work 

section in Chapter 6. 
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 

6. Conclusion and future work

Evaluating the tool and defining 
the future work. 

Conclusion

Future work

Evaluation of the 
requirements stated in 

the introduction

 

Figure 6.1 Overview of conclusion and future work 

6.1 Conclusion 

The thesis shows the advantages of a graphical user interface with capabilities of performing MCI results 

and visualizing the components. The tool promises for a potential of saving time while analyzing many 

different launcher architectures in real time.   

Table 3 shows the status of the list of requirements after the project. The green check sign represents the 

completed tasks, whereas the red cross sign means that the task is incomplete. Although all the mandatory 

tasks are completed, several tasks have stayed incomplete due to the time restrictions.  

Table 3: Status of the list of requirements after the project 

LIST OF REQUIREMENTS 

3D Future Launcher Architecture Tool 

Nr. Requirement Explanation Type Status 

1 2D Scene    

1.1 Rendering 
Form the launcher’s parts in 2D, display them in the 

scene 
M  

1.2 Dimensions Consider dimensional constraints of the structure  M  

1.3 Resizing 
Resize the parts according to the user’s input to 

provide a better visual understanding   
M  

1.4 
Additional 

components 

Create a section to add avionics and helium tanks or 

other equipment in simple forms  
M  

2 3D Scene    

2.1 Rendering 
Form the launcher’s parts in 3D, display them in the 

scene 
D  
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2.2 Dimensions Consider dimensional constraints of the structure D  

2.3 3D Resizing  
Resize the parts according to the user’s input to 

provide a better visual understanding   
D  

2.4 Effects Providing shadings to increase the visual quality D  

2.5 Rotating 

Set the scene as rotatable via the mouse events, 

sliders or text boxes where user can enter the desired 

angle  

D  

3  Math    

3.1 Mass 
Calculate the mass of the related part, stage or the 

complete launcher according to the user’s input 
M  

3.2 Center of Gravity 
Calculate the COG of the related part, stage or the 

complete launcher according to the user’s input 
M  

3.3 
Moments of 

Inertia 

Calculate the MOI of the related part, stage or the 

complete launcher according to the user’s input 
M  

3.4 Trajectory 
Calculate the launcher’s flight path as a function of 

time 
D  

3.5 Graphs 
Plot the relevant calculations such as mass, COG and 

MOI changes with respect to the inputs of the user.   
D  

4 Product Tree    

4.1 
List of the 

components 

Display the component that is formed as one of the 

launcher’s parts within the list widget 
M  

4.2 Selectable item 

Link the product tree to the scenes such that the 

products are able to be selected via clicking on the 

list item. Highlight the selected item. 

M  

4.3 Icon 
Add icons for each component showing their shapes 

in simple forms 
D  

5 Text Files    

5.1 Read 
Read the input data from a text file to configure a 

launcher  
D  

5.2 Write 

Generate a text file according to the outcome of the 

calculations which includes the MCI results and the 

configuration of the launcher 

M  

5.3 Design table 
Generate a design table that serves as CATIA input 

to adjust CAD default models 
M  
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The significant challenge of the development process was creating links between classes so that the 

parameters of different components are able to affect each other. For instance, the connection edges of the 

components must have equal diameters to have a complete launcher structure. Thus, connecting the 

classes to each other became challenging after the program had grown too large. 

The tool has grown large, due to the high number of components and the functions applied to each one of 

them. Therefore, the progress of the tasks has taken more time than it was predicted at the beginning of 

the project. Nevertheless, the tool can continue to be developed in the future to complete all the desired 

tasks.  

6.2 Future Work 

The 2D visualization of the launcher in main window can be developed further by adding more mouse 

events such as a snap function. This can set a clear drop function that places the items in the scene with 

certain constraints. Therefore, the scene may have more organized look. In addition to that, a 3D scene 

can be added to provide a better display for users.  

Furthermore, the output file can be improved, such that the data is directly saved in .xlsx format under the 

directory of CATIA templates. This would eliminate several steps in between and saves more time for 

engineers. In addition to that, currently the tool only writes the values to the file but not read the data from 

the file. Reading a design table that is exported from CATIA would also be useful. For instance, the 

parameters of a design table, which are exported from a template CATIA model, can be imported into the 

GUI, which then can be changed within the tool to compare different variable combinations in a short 

time. 

After improving output file and visualization new features may also be added to the Launcher 

Architecture Tool such as trajectory calculations. Then the results will be simulated via graphs. The 

examples can be extended as the tool is continuously improved. 
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Appendix A: Verifications of the MCI calculations 
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Appendix B: Examples of GUI Windows 
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